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Ahmad AbouZanat Studio
Whimsical Wanderings
Whimsical Wanderings take us on a delightful journey through the unexpected and the 
enchanting, dancing through a dreamscape, where reality and fantasy intertwine. It's in these 
wanderings that we find the beauty of spontaneity and the joy of exploration, reminding us to 
embrace the wonder and whimsy of life.

SPONSORS:
- Alexandre Rochegaussen
- Nimerology
- Joe Kramm
- Sanderson Group
- Zwilling USA
- Plantshed

Alexandra Howard Events & Westerman Design
Fowl Flamboyance

Andrea Stark of Stark Carpet and Ashley Stark of Ashley Stark Home
Zest of Hope Takes Flight
Hope and Zest make for better health and a sense of purpose in life. Our inspiration comes 
from birds who live every day in flight, foraging and interacting with each other and their 
environment. The Lemon tree symbolizes freshness and purity.

Our table brings you the Zest of Lemons, surrounded by greens and birds bearing messages of 
hope and well wishes.

Designers: Andrea Stark of Stark Carpet and Ashley Stark of Ashley Stark Home
Fabric: La Jardin de Chine Stark/Scalamandre
Centerpiece Design: Plaza Flowers
Tabletop: Ashley Stark Home
Table Cloth & Chair Pillows: Sam Galiotto - Palm Beach, FL

Anthony and Sage Event Design
Timeless Beauty
Anthony and Sage takes you back in time to experience the age of luxury, glam, and 
abundance. You will be brought back to the classic, timeless look and feel of The Great Gatsby, 
while integrating a modern twist with art deco.

While feeling the elaborate ambiance of prosperity and timeless beauty, there are suspended 
illusions to catch the eye with our floral arrangements cascading down the crystal embodied 
centerpiece.

Buckle your seatbelt while we bring you back in time & experience a classic statement that 
captivates the room.



Byron C James for Highland Park Media Group
Crazy Rich Dragonflies
The wedding scene in the summer blockbuster movie, Crazy Rich Asians! The movie lives rent 
free in my head. From the gorgeous jewelry, the stunning colors, and of course the illuminated 
dragonflies...what perfect inspiration for my "lily pad" of a tablescape.

Camia Brown Interiors
Dreams Take Flight
As children, we were fearless dreamers, exploring worlds of wonder with boundless 
imagination. Tonight, under the theme "Flights of Fancy," we invite you to reconnect with that 
inner child, to dare to dream once more. Our table, aptly named “Dreams Take Flight” is a 
tribute to the dreams that know no limits. Adorned with whimsical elements and touches of 
magic, it serves as a canvas for your imagination to soar.

As you embark on this journey of self-discovery and possibility, allow yourself to escape into a 
world where anything is possible. Together, we raise our glasses to the dreamers, the believers, 
and the ones who refuse to be bound by the constraints of reality. May this evening be a 
celebration of imagination, a testament to the power of dreams, and a reminder that, no 
matter where life takes us, the journey is always worth it. So, let's spread our wings and soar to 
new heights, together. And after tonight, may we carry this spirit forward, allowing our dreams 
to take flight in our lives.

Dean Yoder Interiors
Pretty Bird
Our centerpiece and “greeter” is a handsome, antique male peacock, gathered from India in 
the late 19th century, as a Victorian ornithological specimen. He is surrounded by colors and 
trophies that graced the tables of the well-to-do traveler to far flung ports in Europe as well as 
the far, far east. The table is trimmed in silk satin, as well as feathers and trims, once only 
available on the famed and coveted Silk Road. We hope that “Pretty Bird” ruffles the 
imagination of this year’s guests into “Flights of Fancy” that all will enjoy.

Drayton Campbell Weldon for Vivere Interior Design
Dans les Nuages
"Dans les nuages" (In the clouds), where hot air balloons paint the sky with beautiful colors and 
whimsical shapes. They embody the broader theme of "Flights of Fancy,” enticing the 
imagination and beckoning individuals to embark on daring adventures through the skies. Hot 
air balloons symbolize a sense of freedom, liberation from earthly constraints, and the pursuit 
of extraordinary experiences. In the realm of "dans les nuages," these floating marvels inspire 
individuals to transcend the ordinary, encouraging them to embrace the whimsy of life and 
explore the limitless possibilities that lie beyond the horizon. Just as the Montgolfier brothers' 
pioneering spirit led to the first manned hot air balloon flight in 1783 in France, the theme of 
"dans les nuages" resonated deeply with me to create an enchanting table, which will transport 
people to a fanciful place for the evening. With the spectacle of hot air balloons dancing 
among the clouds, the essence of this theme is captured, inviting all to indulge in flights of 
fancy!

Emily Hodge Interior Design
Secret Garden
“Secret Garden” is the theme of our table this year. Our centerpiece features a stunning 
pedestal and urn filled with botanicals and silk butterflies taking “flight.” It might be the most 
elegant secret garden you’ve ever stumbled upon!



Eric Lysdahl Interiors
Regency Singerie
A tablescape homage to ‘singerie’ - the whimsical depiction of monkeys in human activity -
taken from the imaginative flights of fancy employed in European 18th & 19th century 
European decorative arts.

Harkening back to the orientalist splendor of The Prince Regent’s sumptuous entertainments at 
The Royal Pavilion at Brighton, our table is adorned with embroidered silks and linens, hand 
painted plates, glittering mother of pearl cutlery, and silver accoutrements. The table’s 
crowning glory is a monumental centerpiece from the workshop of Paul Storr - Regency 
England’s greatest silversmith - generously loaned from the collection of Philip Norkeliunas of 
Gracious Tables.

Credits:
Paul Storr Centerpiece, Collection of Philip Norkeliunas - Gracious Tables
Silk embroidered tablecloth - Gracious Tables
Silver table ornaments - Gracious Tables
Hand painted glass monkey motif plates by Lynn Chase
Glassware by Villeroy & Boch

Fete Home
Learning To Fly
This year, I celebrate change, renewal and freedom through the romance of a hot air balloon 
swirling with butterflies and light. The tablecloth + napkins introduce "Reverie," my newest 
design and a pattern that will soon be available in textiles + wallpaper. I am once again honored 
to celebrate Lenox Hill Neighborhood House and this visually spectacular night. I hope my table 
brings joy.

Fleurish NYC
Fanciful Fleurish

foley&cox
A Flight Among Flowers
foley&cox and Christopher Farr warmly invite you to join us as we celebrate the colors of spring 
and the fanciful frivolity of fashion and the fun of dressing up. We are so happy to participate in 
this gala for the first time and we hope our playful and whimsical table will bring a smile to the 
guests.

Please join us in thanking all our vendors who helped make this tablescape come to life.

Christopher Farr, Gary Searle & Team – Fabrics
RoseHyll Studio, Robin Feuer – Linen Décor Fabrication
Bordallo Pinheiro, Barbara McKeon – Dinnerware
Vista Alegre, Barbara McKeon – Bicos Glasses
Merpa, Barbara McKeon – Flatware
foley&cox home, Ruu Silverman – Charlotte Clear Glassware
foley&cox home, Ruu Silverman – Vintage Knife Rests
Maison Anne Carminati, Anne Carminati – Napkins
Ralph Lauren – Napkin Rings
Daniela Kamiliotis – Mannequin Centerpiece



Harry Heissmann Inc
Flowerfly
Florals: Emily Thompson Flowers
Chargers: Christopher Spitzmiller Inc.

Fabrication: Tablecloth and napkins by Maureen McNamee
Fabric: ‘Flowerfly’ designed by Cecil Beaton

It takes a village, thanks to all!

Jamie Garcia Design for JHUHN
OO Dragon (“double-oh-dragon”)
James Bond the Cavalier encounters fellow agent OO Dragon at the Ocean House in Watch Hill, 
RI in 2023. Inspired by OO Dragon, and countless hours of manifesting and daily affirmations, 
Bond took flight the Spring of 2024. The duo has traveled the world from Beaver Creek to 
Stockholm, Thailand, Spain and an unforgettable lobster lunch and an octopus sighting on 
Sandy Island-Anguilla. Stay tuned for action-packed land, air and sea adventures with Bond, the 
King Charles Cavalier. #timeflies #nevergiveup #dreambig

A tremendous THANK YOU to our incredibly talented and fabulous vendors, workrooms and 
artists! We are truly grateful!!!! Thank you for your magical designs!

Flowers by: House of Flowers
Fabrics by: Kravet and Schumacher
Glassware by: Antique & Artisan
Flatware, Chargers and Tablecloth by: Smith Party Rental, Greenwich, CT; Custom Table Topper 
and Lumbar Pillows and Embroidery by: Kosta’s Upholstery; Custom Napkin Rings by: WEXLER 
ROBICHAUX, Palm Beach; Placecards by: Connie Collum Art; Dinner Menus and Hangtags: 
Bespoke Designs, Westport, CT; Pedestal Cake Stands, Ring Holder Bottle Coasters by Hotel 
Silver Ltd.

Jared Hughes Design
English Enchantment
This table is inspired by an English garden. It evokes timeless beauty and the natural charm of 
the English countryside through the use of soft florals, greens, and natural materials. The table 
is draped with Basset McNab’s Wrentham fabric. The fabric boasts a delicate floral pattern in 
tones of green, reminiscent of the blossoms that grace the tranquil corners of an English 
garden. Handmade marble plates by Christopher Spitzmiller add a modern touch while 
remaining true to the organic nature of the table. The chairs are dressed in Stout stripes and 
trims. The trimmings echo the colors found in the fabrics, creating a harmonious blend of 
materials. Beautiful natural woven shades from Maison Maison provide a candlelight 
alternative for the table and lush but simple blooms create the feel of the floral arrangements 
found in country manor houses.

Jeffrey Quaritius Studio
Fête du Flamant
Birds have always been a source of profound inspiration for me. Their feathers boast vibrant, 
wild combinations, artfully blended with striking touches that accentuate their beaks and long, 
slender legs. They embody true beauty and grace in the natural world. For “Fête du Flamant,” I 
sought to capture the vivacious pinks, oranges, and whites, with delicate touches of black to 
infuse strength and glamour into my tablescape. The elegant curves of their necks and long, 
slender legs served as the perfect muse for this occasion. Special thanks to Scully & Scully for 
the tabletop, James Robinson for the flatware, and Brock Lownes for the floral arrangements.



JL Goodman
IMAGINARI
The inspiration for the table this year was born out of a collaboration with Imaginari, an insect 
museum located in Tribeca, New York. The stunning insect wings, colors, patterns and textures 
found in the museum served as the driving force behind the design and references to insects 
can be spotted throughout the design.

Jolie Korek & Co.
Free Fallin
Flowers always take my breath away. They seem as though they are designed by nature 
purposely to bring pure joy and beauty into our complicated world. Precious stones and flowers 
are the most colorful natural arrangements on our planet.

What could be more freeing than to see a floating flower act like a butterfly. Imagine a world 
where flowers flew through the air daily, giving off beautiful smells, perfect movements, 
brushing past us like flying carpets. Who wouldn’t want to free fall surrounded by a silky swarm 
of lush and vibrant petals.

K.A. Murphy Interiors
Up, Up, & Away
Embark on a whimsical journey with us as we draw inspiration from the ethereal beauty of hot 
air balloon adventures. Our table design, aptly named “Up, Up, & Away,” captures the essence 
of soaring through the skies. Crafted under the influence of Principal Designer Kevie Murphy’s 
awe-inspiring ride over the Moab Desert, our centerpiece embodies the elegance of such aerial 
escapades.

At the heart of our design lies Cowtan & Tout’s L’Envol fabric, providing us with a kaleidoscope 
of colors to choose from for our enchanting tablescape. Join us as we elevate your imagination 
to new heights, inviting you to experience the magic of “Flights of Fancy.”

A very special thank you to our vendors: Cowtan & Tout, Honeysuckle & Roses, Dolce Press, 
and Pierre Frey.

Kirby Sykes Design
Homage to Maria Callas
The inspiration behind the table design for Lenox Hill Neighborhood House is an homage to 
Maria Callas, the most renowned and influential opera singer of the 20th century.

Maria Callas was an artistic force of nature. Her personal and professional style is that of drama 
and fantasy, captivating and seducing her audience through emotion and intrigue on and off 
the stage. The table design brings to life the drama and persona of Maria as seen through the 
color palette, china, glassware, silverware and floral motifs all inspired by her operas as well as 
her personal style.



Kristen Leigh Studio
Spring in Bloom
Tidings of good times ahead: butterflies emerge from their cocoons, dragonflies socialize and 
buzz about, and pale blues entwine soft green vines. New growth signals that summer isn't too 
far away—the purity of white blooms plump with pollen and nectar. Watercolors are brought 
to life, embracing flights of fancy and the magic of Spring's emergence from Winter. Houston-
based artist Kristen Leigh Studio's newest collections are brought to life across this bespoke
tabletop furnished with custom plates, hand-embroidered napkins, and the tactility of hemp 
and wicker mixed with her signature patterns—a perfect spring fete.

Laila’s Florist
Flights of Fancy
1264 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10128
212-410-0900
www.lailasflorist.com

Lara Michelle Interiors
Lara’s Enchanted Butterfly Garden
In the heart of a blooming oasis, where time seems to dance with the fluttering of delicate wings, 
lies Lara's butterfly garden, a realm of unparalleled elegance and ethereal beauty. A symphony of 
hues that blend seamlessly, as if each petal and leaf were an artist's brushstroke. The blossom’s 
vibrant colors weave a tapestry of dreams that beckons the soul to wander. Here, the ephemeral 
beauty of butterflies reminds us to cherish every fleeting moment. Amidst the tranquility of this 
celestial garden, one cannot help but feel a sense of wonder and awe—a reminder of the 
boundless possibilities that lie within nature’s delicate embrace.

With extreme gratitude to our brilliant partners who helped bring Lara’s vision to life:
N.T Designs @n.t._designs / Floral arrangement
Kravet @Kravetinc / Tablecloth & Chair Seat Cover Fabrics
Brimar Inc. @Brimarinc / Chair Seat Cover Boullion Fringe
Westchester Upholstery @Westchester_upholstery / Fabrication of Tablecloths & Chair Seat Covers
Ladydelaney.com @Lady.delaney / Custom Butterflies

I hope you enjoy my table design, please drop me a note if you did!
XO, Lara
Lara Michelle Interiors Inc.
@Laramichelleinteriors
www.Laramichelle.com
info@laramichelle.com
(914)939-5777

LGC Interior Design & Angel Salazar Design
Shimmering Elegance: The Magnificence of the Peacock
The peacock is a symbol of beauty, grace, and elegance, captivating the imagination with its 
stunning appearance and majestic presence. Its sleek and glossy plumage of deep blues and greens, 
provides a stunning contrast to the vibrant colors of its extravagant tail feathers, which form a 
brilliant and iridescent display. The Peacock exemplifies our theme "Flights of Fancy."



Mallory Mathison Inc
L' Esprit du Cirque
Join us under the big top for a spectacular evening full of fantastical folly, frolic and feast! Let 
your spirits soar with leaping leopards and shooting stars nestled in an intrinsic tabletop 
garden. This quixotic fantasy tablescape was made possible with our friends Pierre Frey, Jim 
Thompson, Samuel & Sons, Sister Parish, Scalamandre and Tres Belle Fete.

Mannarino Designs
BALANCE
Discover the essence of harmony and an exploration of equilibrium in all forms – from 
architecture to abstract expression. The display features a striking sculpture by renowned artist 
and sculptor Tarik Currimbhoy, whose work embodies the poise and tranquility inherent in 
perfectly balanced forms.* Complemented by a serene palette of neutral tones and natural 
elements, “Balance" invites viewers to experience the profound sense of calm that symmetry 
and simplicity impart, creating a space where every element coexists in perfect harmony.

*Courtesy of Chelsea Art Group

Matt & Heather French of French & French Interiors
Nesting Blooms
Nesting Blooms is a colorful tableau of vibrant hues created by Matt and Heather French of 
French & French Interiors. The table setting showcases the design duo's signature aesthetic 
sensibility of playfulness, whimsy, and folksy charm. The inspiration behind this design comes 
from the colorful palette of spring, the rustic charm of Santa Fe, New Mexico, and the duo's 
Southern roots.

A custom brass structure at the heart of the design supports a whimsical nest-like arrangement 
adorned with spring florals, masterfully created by florist Jennifer Figge of Figge Floral Studio. 
The structure stands above a terracotta chicken folk-art planter, a tribute to the couple's 
beloved Santa Fe. The planter is surrounded by a profusion of spring blooms, echoing the 
vibrant hues of New Mexico's landscape. The layered tablecloths and hand-painted taper 
candlesticks are graced with floral motifs of tulips and roses. The plates, crafted by Portugal's 
finest artisans, feature intricate designs that add a worldly flair to the table setting. Southern 
hospitality meets Santa Fe's vibrant energy against the backdrop of spring's timeless allure in 
this spectacular table design from French & French Interiors.

Custom Brass Structure— Design & Fabrication by Matt French & Biff Bolen; Terracotta 
Planter— Vintage; Dinnerware, Cutlery, Glassware, Placemats, and Tulip Tablecloth— Misette; 
Striped Tablecloth Fabric— Sister Parish

MCM Interior Design
Full Color Swoop
A multi color spectrum of birds and butterflies to delight the senses

Vendor List:
Sanderson Design Group USA Mrs. Alice
Harlequin Fabric House and Parties
Devonshire of Palm Beach The Sleepy Poet
Reed Smyth & Company Willow Creek Antiques
Danielle Rollins



Miriam Weinreb Lissak of MWL Design Group
Fantastical Journey
Our MWL Design Group’s tabletop design “Fantastical Journey” was inspired directly by the 
remarkable 130-year journey of Lenox Hill Neighborhood House. When it began as a free 
kindergarten classroom in 1894, might they have imagined the possibilities of the wide breadth 
of life changing services and programs now offered. The neighbors that this wonderful 
organization serves each have their dreams and aspirations of the transforming possibilities for 
a better, healthy, educated and vibrant life. Our fanciful and illusory design, created in our 
minds is strange and wonderful, festive and fun, fantastical! The fabulous original artwork 
featured as the rotating base of our centerpiece displays a “Fantastical Journey” through life 
depicting transformations and possibilities.

Carol Connett, the artist, notes that this piece is her daydream on possibilities. “It’s the way it 
usually starts for me; it emerges in my mind. I often do not know what it is about but I need to 
paint it. After a few days of drawing I understood the image. My version of heaven is populated 
with sea creatures and land animals and a monk with the soul of a moth. My late Boarder Collie 
is now a monk on the back of the bird. I am there as well. Like the old tale where a Stork 
delivers us at birth, maybe another great bird returns us in the end. The great Pelican bird flies 
in over heaven. Fasten your seat belts! In the future maybe I will ride on the back of the great 
bird ready for what comes next.”

Miriam Weinreb Lissak, principal of MWL Design Group is honored to collaborate with Lenox 
Hill Neighborhood House and its transformative journey.

Acknowledgements:
Carol Connett - Artist (centerpiece art)
Duggal Visual Solutions - Art Printer
Brenden Avery Butler - photographer/digital editor
Kaiser Decor - Tablecloth and napkin fabrication - Brooklyn, NY
Scalamandré - Tablecloth and napkin backing fabric
Villeroy & Boch - plates and candlesticks
Estelle Colored Glass - stemware wine and champagne and water glasses

New York School of Interior Design Students
Picnic in Provence
Inspired by an enchanted hot air balloon flight over the poppy fields in Provence, our tabletop 
is designed to delight. The tablecloth features a whimsical print with vines that intertwine in a 
pattern reminiscent of birds swirling and swooping. The open structure of the balloon takes 
center stage. Flowers that bloom in late spring follow the curvature of the gore skyward. The 
reds and blues with lavender, pink, yellow and green accents conjure up images of Provence in 
springtime. Before you depart tonight, please cut loose your sandbag and take home a sweet 
treat from the New York School of Interior Design Team!



Orangerie Garden + Home
Chinoiserie Garden
A whimsical fantasy of flowers and birds inspired by antique Chinoiserie wallpaper.

Paige Boller Art + Design
Flight of Fancy: Soar through Surrealism
Transport yourself into a whimsical world where dreams take flight, and imagination knows no 
bounds.

Let the ordinary transform into the extraordinary as you are greeted by hot air balloons held 
aloft by cherry blossoms, where blooms mimic billowing clouds in a pink sky of surrealism.

Paris Forino Inc
Butterfly Fantasy
Whimsical butterflies flutter about, welcoming you to Paris Forino's tablescape inspired by the 

wonder of springtime. Adorned in hues of foliage and flora, surrounded by forms of 

mushrooms and plants—butterflies take flight amongst our table to honor this year's fanciful 

gala theme. We invite you to feel the hope and optimism of the season and enjoy this 

wonderful evening.

Paris K Design

Icarus

Inspired by the Greek myth of the young man who flew too close to the sun. Icarus fell to his 

death in the Ionian sea when his wings melted after flying too close to the sun. We love the 

myth for its innovative ingenuity and for daring to follow one's dream regardless of the 

outcome.

Robert Ventolo of Crain & Ventolo Associates
Free Your Mind and Experience the Feeling of Flying
For this year's Lenox Hill Neighborhood House Gala themed "Flights of Fancy," Robert Ventolo's
table design draws inspiration from the concept of flight within the serene realm of yoga 
practice. Just as yoga encourages us to persevere through challenges, the table's ambiance will 
embody tranquility and grace, resonating with the theme of flight as a metaphor for inner 
strength and spiritual elevation. The color palette, primarily soft and peaceful oranges, reflects 
the harmonious energy associated with yoga and the awakening of the senses. At the 
centerpiece of the table, a large painted Buddha statue will exude a sense of calm and 
mindfulness, further enhancing the meditative atmosphere. This design not only captures the 
essence of flight and fancy but also symbolizes the transformative journey towards inner peace 
and resilience, aligning perfectly with Lenox Hill Neighborhood House's initiatives for 
movement and wellness, especially for children. The table will serve as a serene oasis amidst 
the gala, inviting guests to embrace the spirit of flight through tranquility and contemplation.

Eugenie Fuhrmann – Faux Finishing of the Buddha – Isabel O’Neil Foundation
Maria Ambrosini – Placemats
Dedar Milano – Be Bop A Lula – Placemats Fabric



root cellar designs

Venetian Masquerade Garden Party

root cellar designs’ “Venetian Masquerade Garden Party” sets the tone for a night of drama and 

celebration at the Lenox Hill Neighborhood House Spring Gala. Tamara and Susan channel the 

Shakespearian play and tragic love story, “Othello” on the table complete with root cellar 

designs’ oversized batik-style table linen, bespoke chair covers and dinner napkins, and 

decoupage masks in the newly debuted Boho Atelier textile collection reaching back to the 

makings of ancient textiles yet created in a unique modern lens. The drama will unfold with 

oversized ferns, modern roman columns, deep amethyst orchids, lemon topiary, vintage Bob 

Mackie plates on the table created in a sea of bohemian blue, amethyst and deep orange hues. 

The table works flawlessly with the “Flights of Fancy” theme for this year’s Gala to create a 

night of wonder. The Boho Atelier collection of six fabric and six wallpaper patterns will be 

available to the trade June, 2024 and showcased for its debut on the table at the Gala.

Sally Kellogg for Kellogg Estate
The Gerald Kellogg Legacy
Inspired by the late Gerald Kellogg, a renaissance man who would help everyone with the 
strength of an athlete, who worked as an engineer driving world record railroad trains from 
Steam Engines to Powerful Locomotive Gas Fueled Box car shipping, who flew his own Cessna 
Plane, founded several businesses, established a powerful car collection of 1960-70 era V-8s 
classics, worked his 150-acre farm, while mastering the skills of all his endeavors.

Nestled on his 150-acre farm, will be a new inspiration of a SENIOR SPA to change the way we 
inspire seniors to thrive while living productive, healthy, and happy lives.

Sally Kellogg, NCIDQ, daughter of Gerald, a visionary whose background in Architecture and 
Credentialed Interior Designer, International Real Estate Agent and Consultant has multiple 
businesses. Kellogg Interior Design, Kellogg’s General Store, A-List Design, LLC, and Kellogg 
Estate, LLC dedicated to creating environments people look forward to being in.

Gerald’s original farm is being transformed into KELLOGG ESTATE as he had hoped, looking out 
over his land during his 96th year, so people will have an environment encouraging a bright and 
joyous future filled with natural satisfaction in every aspect of daily living.

Providing Farm to table meals grown on the property, 130 residents will dine on culinary 
delights, take strolls in the woods and fields, and participate in yoga, cross country skiing, hiking 
trails, bicycling tours, gymnastics, and educational activities with scholars from around the 
world. Artists capture the natural beauty of changing seasons year-round. Nearby airports are 
available for family visits, while a well-stocked garage will supply drivers, and antique cars for a 
“drive through the country” offering destinations such as Niagara Falls, Letchworth Park, 
Watkin’s Glenn, Kinzua Dam or Cuba Lake. Local golf courses, VA & conservation clubs, a 
bowling alley, roller rink are local to the Village of Franklinville, NY, the historical home to many 
dairy farmers. Amish families travel by horse and buggy, while re-establishing beautiful rolling 
fields of fresh produce, and handmade products. Residents will be able to create and display 
their own products to be sold in one of the many workshop buildings establishing a retail 
business destination.

We leave no one behind with our mission to offer beautiful scenery in relaxing oversized living 
spaces, up to date technology, and amenities to keep both the mind and body strong.
Breaking ground in 2024, we hope to open the facility by Memorial Day 2025.
We are honored to participate in the Lenox Hill Neighborhood House Spring Gala at Cipriani 
42nd Street, NYC. The farm-to-table mission has a delicious commonality to ours. Check in 
regularly at www.kelloggestate.com for progress reports on our community.



Samantha Ware Designs

In the Garden

Influenced by the glory of dining al fresco on a hot summer's evening, 'In the Garden' draws 

inspiration from the sun drenched shores of Ischia, Capri's lesser known sister island, which is 

home to over 71 species of birds. Enchanted by the island's deep blue sea, dense forests, and 

charming architecture, the table aims to create a relaxed yet poetic environment, perfect for 

dining with friends and family. Imagine walking out onto your patio, listening to the birds sing 

alongside the sound of the crashing waves on the coastline, and amongst the lemon and fig 

trees sits a beautiful table, inviting you to take a seat and enjoy the magnificence that is 

summer.

Tusk Home + Design

Jardin des Papillons
Inspired by a past trip to Paris with her daughter, Sarah saw each element of the tablescape as 
an opportunity to evoke the same sense of wonder and whimsy she had experienced in the 
butterfly garden at Parc Floral in the 12th Arrondissement. From the choice of flowers 
resembling those in the garden to the inclusion of delicate butterfly motifs on the linens, every 
detail was carefully considered to reflect the grace and elegance of those magnificent 
creatures. Through her design, Sarah hoped to share the joy and inspiration she found in the 
world of Parisian butterflies, inviting others to experience the magic for themselves.

Verde Custom Flowers
Buzz
Our table from Verde Custom Flowers is based on bee hives, with stacked hives to create a 
base. Flowers and accessories create the illusion that bees are flying and going in and out of the 
hive.

Yvonne O'Kane Designs
Sappho's Way
In times of pride and joy we turn to poetry, lyrics, and flowers to express our happiness.
Sappho, the tenth muse, is the Greek lyric poet who inspires us on an ethereal journey of 
wanderlust through ferns leading us to a rose garden of a beloved family.
Tonight I celebrate Lenox Hill Neighborhood House with my beautiful family.
This table is designed and set to celebrate where we gather to enjoy the ordinary and 
extraordinary relationships we share in our lives.

My hope is that as you peruse this tablescape, with its grandeur and intentional details, you 
feel the power and desire of a flight filled with grace and promise, exemplified through 
Sappho’s poetry, Mother Nature, and her bounty.

Thank you for joining.
Yvonne





https://www.lenoxhill.org/
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